HC, HR, MR, LR, C and R-N
Must have held a C class for at
least three years and a HR or
HC class for at least one year.
Must hold an HR or HC class.
MC (multi combination)

A motor vehicle towing two or
more heavy trailers.

HR, MR, LR, C and R-N
Must have held a C class for at
least two years and an MR or
HR class for at least one year.
Must hold an MR or HR class.
HC (heavy combination)

A motor vehicle that is attached
to:
(a) a semi-trailer; or
(b) a trailer that has a GVM
exceeding 9 t.

MR, LR, C and R-N
Must have held a C class
for at least two years (not
provisional) or an LR or MR
class for at least one year.
Must have held a C class for
at least one year or an LR or
MR class.
A motor vehicle that has 3
or more axles and a GVM
exceeding 8 t.
HR (heavy rigid)

LR, C and R-N
MR (medium rigid)

A motor vehicle that has 2
axles and a GVM exceeding 8t.

Must hold a C or LR class

Must have held a C class for at
least one year

Other classes covered

C and R-N (Moped)
Must hold a C (car) class
A motor vehicle that;
(a) has a GVM not exceeding
4.5 t and that is equipped
to seat more than 12 adults
including the driver; or
(b) has a GVM exceeding 4.5 t
but not exceeding 8 t.
LR (light rigid)
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Vehicle class

What you can drive
(t= tonne = 1,000 kg)
(GVM = gross vehicle mass)

Eligibility requirements to
take driving lessons

Eligibility requirements to
hold class

Getting a
Heavy Vehicle
Driver’s Licence

Do I need a heavy vehicle driver’s licence?
If you want to drive a vehicle that has a gross vehicle mass
(GVM) over 4.5 tonnes (4,500 kg) or a vehicle equipped to
seat more than 12 adults (including the driver), you must hold
a heavy vehicle driver’s licence.

When can I take driving lessons?
You can take driving lessons as soon as you have met the
eligibility requirements to drive a particular vehicle class
(see table to the left). Your driving instructor can be:
• a licensed driving instructor who holds the same or higher
class of driver’s licence for which you are applying;
• an instructor in a youth driver education course; or
• a person who holds a current driver’s licence and has
held for at least four years the authorisation to drive a
vehicle of the same or higher class that you are applying for.
Persons applying for the authorisation to drive MC class
vehicles are also able to take driving lessons with registered
training organisations that are authorised to conduct MC
training and assessment courses. You can get a list of
these providers online at www.transport.wa.gov.au/dvs or by
contacting DVS on 13 11 56.
As a learner you must always display ‘L’ plates, be
accompanied by a driving instructor or authorised supervisor
and comply with any other relevant conditions.

Do I need to sit the heavy vehicle theory test?
Depending on the vehicle class(es) you are authorised to
drive and the class of vehicle you are applying for to drive,
you may have to sit the heavy vehicle theory test. This test
consists of 10 questions of which you have to get 8 or more
correct to pass. The following table outlines if you have to do
the test or not.
Class applied for

Theory test requirement

LR (light rigid)

No test required.

MR (medium rigid)

Must sit test

HR (heavy rigid)

Must sit test if C or LR class
authorisation held.
No test required if MR class
authorisation held.

HC (heavy combination)

No test required

MC (multi combination)

No test required

Contact DVS for a copy of the heavy vehicle theory test or
download one at www.transport.wa.gov.au/dvs.

- The most common types of secondary POI include an ATM
card, a credit card or a Medicare card.

Fees for undertaking a theory test, along with application
fees can be located online at www.transport.wa.gov.au/dvs
or by contacting DVS on 13 11 56.

How do I apply to sit a practical driving assessment?

- If one of your POI documents has your WA address it, you
have already satisfied our proof of residency requirements.
If not, you can use other documents that have your WA
address on them like a residential lease agreement, a
council rate notice or a bank statement.

The practical assessments are thorough and cover a
wide variety of heavy vehicle driving skills. Drivers of
trucks and heavy combination vehicles may be required
to check the security of spare wheels, air lines and
electrical connections, and ensure that any load is correctly
fastened. Drivers of articulated vehicles will be required to
demonstrate how to couple and uncouple semi-trailers.

When you have gained enough confidence with your
driving lessons and you are ready to sit a practical
driving assessment, you can start the application
process at any DVS Centre or regional agent.
Contact DVS for your nearest location or go online to
www.transport.wa.gov.au/dvs.

- If you have not previously held a WA driver’s licence
you will need to provide a combination of five original
documents as proof of your identity before you can be
granted a WA driver’s licence. More information on proof
of identity (POI) requirements can be located online on the
DoT website or by contacting DVS.

All driving tests must be conducted in a vehicle that
meets the minimum vehicle assessment standards for
the relevant class. More information on minimum vehicle
assessment standards can be obtained online at
www.transport.wa.gov.au/dvs or by contacting DVS on
13 11 56.

When making application, you must:

When you have successfully completed the application
process, you are now ready to do your practical driving
assessment.

• Pass a heavy vehicle theory test (if applicable)
• Complete an application form
• Pass an eyesight test
• Pay an application fee. This gives you one practical
driving assessment entitlement
• Provide primary and secondary proof of identity (POI).
At least one of the documents must include your
signature. All documents must be originals or certified
copies.
- The most common types of primary POI are a
photographic driver’s licence, a current passport or a birth
certificate.

The practical driving assessment
When you are ready to take your practical driving
assessment, contact DVS to book a test time. City West
and Mirrabooka DVS Centres can only conduct practical
assessments up to and including LR class. HC class
assessments can be conducted at the Welshpool DVS
Centre. Regional applicants must contact their nearest
regional agent and assessors to book an assessment.
If you are applying for an MC class, you must book and
undergo your assessment with an authorised training
provider. You can get a list of these providers online at
www.transport.wa.gov.au/dvs.
After passing the assessment, you will be issued with a
Certificate of Competency. You are only entitled to drive MC
class vehicles once this certificate has been presented to
a DVS Centre or regional agent and your licence has been
changed to include the MC class.
For your practical assessment, you will be asked to drive
a manual gear change vehicle using the double de-clutch
method. If you take the assessment in a vehicle with an
automatic or synchromesh gearbox, you will be issued with
a licence that restricts you to driving those types of vehicles.

Applicants who fail the practical driving assessment must
re-book and pay for another assessment.

Once you have passed
Once you pass the practical driving assessment and your
result is recorded at a DVS Centre or regional agent, your
licence will be updated to include the new class.
If your current driver’s licence is not due for renewal, it is
advisable to pay for a replacement licence so that your
driver’s licence card displays the new class of vehicle you
are authorised to drive.

For more information
For more information please contact us.
Department of Transport
Driver and Vehicle Services
GPO Box R1290
Perth WA 6844
Website:
Telephone:
Fax:

www.transport.wa.gov.au/dvs
13 11 56
1300 669 995

The information contained in this publication is provided in good faith
and believed to be accurate at time of publication. The State shall in
no way be liable for any loss sustained or incurred by anyone relying
on the information.

